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Abstract 
A representation is obtained for super Brownian motion in terms of its support process. 
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1. Introduction 
Super Brownian motion is a strong Markov process with continuous paths. It takes 
values in MF the space of finite measures on Iwd with the topology of weak conver- 
gence. Let ((X,),, P”) be a super Brownian motion with X0 = m, Pm almost surely. Set 
S, to be the closed support of X,. There have been detailed studies of the support 
process (S,), (see Dawson and Perkins (1991), Perkins (1989)). In particular it is known 
that at a fixed time t > 0 the measure X, can be recovered from its support S,. The 
measure X, is a deterministic Hausdorff measure function restricted to the set S, (see 
Perkins (1989)). This paper gives another representation for super Brownian motion 
in terms of its support which is analogous to a representation for Brownian local time 
in Kingman (1973). 
Notation: For Bore1 sets A s iwd we write /A( for the Lebesgue measure of A. We 
write A” for the set {x: d(x,A) 5 E} where d(x,A) = inf{ (x - yl: y CA). 
Theorem 1. Let A be a bounded set in Rd, d 2 3. Fix t > 0 and m E MF. Then there 
exists a constant co depending only on d so that 
lim&2-dlSfnA( =c,X,(A) 
E-O 
where the convergence is almost sure and in L2. 
Applying this theorem as A ranges over all balls with rational radius and with 
rational centers we can recover (almost surely) the measure X, from its support S,. 
Using the continuity of paths we may then recover the path (X,: t > 0) from the 
support process (S,: t > 0). 
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The proof of this theorem uses asymptotics for the probability of giving 
mass to small balls. We state these now. We write p((x,y) = p,(y - x) for the 
Brownian transition density. For nonnegative measurable fand finite measures m we 
write 
Pt(f) (4 = J P,(x, YMY) dy and mf’,(x) = J P,(Y, 4 m(dy), 
where an integral without limits is supposed to be over Rd. We write m(f) for the 
integral sf(x) m(dx) and 1 for the constant function with value 1. Let B(x,E) be the 
open ball centered at x with radius E. Fix d 2 3 and m EMU, Dawson et al. (1989) 
showed (in the proof of Theorem 3.1) that there exist c2(d) < co such that for 
E E [o, 11, t 2 E* 
P”(X,(B(X,E)) > 0) _< c2Ed-2mP,+E2(x). (1.1) 
It is also shown that there exists c,,(d) ~(0, co ) such that for all t > 0 
lim E*-~P~(X#~(X,E)) > 0) = comP,(x). 
E+O 
In Section 3 we prove the following error bounds for this asymptotic. There exists 
c,(d) < co such that for E E[O, 11, t r 3s2 
P”(X,(B(x,s)) > 0) I co.zd-2mPt(x) + clsd-‘t-(’ +d~i210g(t/a2)m(l), 
P”(X,(B(X,E)) > 0) 2 co&d-2mP,(x) - ~~~~-~t-(~+~)~*log(t/s*)rn(l) 
- c,e2d-4t-dm2(1). 
The log(t/E’) term may be omitted in dimension d 2 4. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
2. Closed support 
Throughout this section we fix d 2 3, m EM F, t > 0 and A a bounded Bore1 set in 
Rd. Lemma 3 will give an upper bound for E( IS: n Al*). This is the key step in the 
proof of Theorem 1. We describe the idea involved. 
E”( 1s; n A I’) = E” 
s 
1(4x, S,) < &, d(y, S,) < 4 dx dy 
AxA 
= s p”‘(X,(Wx, 8)) > 0, X@(Y, 4) > 0) dx dy. (2.1) AxA 
To calculate the probability in (2.1) we suppose that B(x, E) and B(y, E) are strictly 
separated. Since the mass of the process moves with finite speed (see Dawson et al. 
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1989, Theorem 1.1) the events (X,(B(x, E)) > O> and {X,(B(y, E)) > O> should be nearly 
independent if we condition on the information sufficiently close to t. The following 
lemma will help us to use this intuition. 
Lemma 2. Suppose x, y E lRd, E > 0 are such that B(x,E) n B(y, E) = 0. Define the 
ha&paces 
H(x)=(z:)z-x/I/z-y& H(y)={z:(z-yl<(z-xl). 
We write mjH(x)for the measure m restricted to H(x). Then 
P”(X,(B(x, 8)) > 0, X,(B(y, 4) > 0) 
I P”(X,(B(x, 4) > 0) pYX,(B(y, 4) > 0) 
+ P”‘H(x)(X@(y,&)) > 0) + P”‘H(qX@(x, 8)) > 0). 
Proof. Let X”, X’ under a measure Q be independent super Brownian motions 
started from m[H(x) and m(H(y) respectively. The additive property of superprocesses 
states that 
((X: + X:),, Q) =D (WA,> Pm). 
This is verified by checking the Laplace functionals of both sides. Thus 
P”(X@(x, 4) > 0, X,(WY> EN > 0) 
= Q(X:(W,4 + XY(B(x,&)) > o,X:(B(Y,E)) + X:(B(y,&)) > 0) 
C Q(X:@+, 8)) > 0, XY(B(YV, 6)) > 0) 
+ Q(X:(B(y,c)) > 0) + Q(XY(B(x>s)) > 0). 
Now use the independence of X” and Xy and note that 
Q(X:(B(x, E)) > 0) = Pm’H(X)(Xt(B(~, E)) > 0) I P”(X,(B(x, E)) > 0). Cl 
Notation. Let Ft denote the field 0(X,: s I t). 
We shall use two facts about super Brownian motion. Firstly E”(X,(f)) = mPt(f) 
and so 
E”(X,(A)l~~-A = 
ss 
P&G 4 dX, - &) dx. 
A 
Secondly the total mass process (X,(l)),, which is a continuous state branching 
process, satisfies for p 2 1 
Em(ss;, XI(l)) 5 C(&m, t), 
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Lemma 3. For E l (0,l) set 6 = C?(E) = E l/(dfl). For suficiently small E 
E“‘(E~-~~JS; n AI’) 5 E”((c,E”(X,(A)\~=_,)~) + C62’3 
where co is the constant in eqs. (1.2), (1.3) and C may depend on m, t, d, A. 
Proof. Here and throughout the paper C will denote a constant whose value is 
unimportant and may change from line to line. Set 6 = E I/V+ I), 3 = s(zd- 1)/d and fix 
E small enough so that 3s’ I 8 I 6 I t. 
We break the double integral in (2.1) into two parts. Let (A xA)~ 
={(x,y)~AxA: lx-yyl>~?~‘~}. Th’ 1s region gives the main contribution to the 
integral. Using Lemma 2 and the hitting estimates (l.l), (1.2) we have 
~(X,Wx, 4) > 0, X,@(Y, 9) > 0) dx dy 
(AxA)‘q 
i JcAx,,,[(c,,{p,(x,r) dX,-,(z) + crs6-(‘+d)‘2 Log(~:c’)X,-,(l)). 
P,(Y,z) dX,-&I + ~1~6 -(lfdu2 log(G/s2)X,_,(1) 
11 
dx dy 
+ CE2-d 4X,-,lH(y))(z) + 
s 
ps+&,z) d(X,-M(x))(z) 
(2.2) 
To estimate the last term in (2.2) we note that for Ix - yl > h1j3 
SUP p6+F.z(X,Z) 5 c(6 + E2)-d’2 eXp( - 62’3/8(6 + E2)) 
z EH (Y) 
I CEd-’ for small E. 
Substituting into (2.2) we have for sufficiently small E 
EmE4-2d s I(X,(W, 4) > 0, X,P(y, 4) > 0) dx dy 
+ 2c,(A~e~-“+d”210g(G/s2)E”(X,-,(1) 
s 
p6(z,A)dXt&z)) 
+ C:~A~2E26-(1+d)log2(~/E2)Em((Xt_a(l))2) + CE]A]~E”‘((X~-~(~))) 
_< E’“((c,E”(X,(A)~~~_,))~) + 12”~. (2.3) 
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We now estimate the double integral in (2.1) over the region (A x A)$. For 
Jx - y\ 5 e(d-l)‘d we have using (1.1) 
P”(X,(B(x, E)) > 0, X,(&Y, 4) > 0) 2 P”(X,(B(x, 4) > 0) 
5 C&d-2mP,+,2(X). (2.4) 
For &(d-l)‘d 2 (x - y( 5 d1j3 we condition back on F( -5 where 5 = E(“- “Id. 
Then using Lemma 2 and (1.1) as before we have 
& “~2”P”(X,(B(x, E)) > 0, X,(B(y, E)) > 0) 
IE ~-???(P~~~~(X#3(x, F)) > o)Pqx&qy,&)) > 0)) 
+ cc 2Pd$-d’2 exp( - Jx - y/‘/8(6 + Ed)) 
I CE” 
s 
pa+,:~(x,z)dX,_s(z) 
s 
pd+E~(y,z)dXt-~(z) + CE (2.5) 
for small E. For positive measurable J g we have (see for example, Dynkin, 1988, 
Theorem 1.1) 
s 
f 
E”‘(Xt(f)X,(d) = (mPt(f))(mPt(g)) +  2 mPt-s(f’df)J’skW~. (2.6) 
0 
We apply this with f= p~+~~(x;), g = p~+~~(y, .). We calculate that 
Ps(f) (z) PA) (z) 5 C(s + 6 I- d’2 Pts + 0 +,.2)/z ((x +  Y)/~,z)~v( - lx - Y l’/W + &I, 
mPt-s-.T(P,(f)P,(g)) 2 C(s + s))di2exp( - Ix - y12/8(s + 8)). 
Since mPt_a(f) and mP, -a(g) are bounded independently of E we have 
’ Em(X,_b(f)X,_J(g)) I C + C 
s 
(s + 6))d’2exp( - lx - y12/8(s + 6))ds. (2.7) 
0 
Let N(O,a’) have a normal mean zero and variance g2 distribution under Qo. 
Collecting (2.4) (2.5) and (2.7) we have 
n 
E4-2dEm J z(Xz(B(X,E)) >0, X@(Y> 4) ’ 0) dx dy (AxA); 
exp( - Ix - y12 /8(s + 6))ds dx dy 
+c s &2-dmPl+EZ ( x)1(1x - y[ _< E(~-‘)‘~ dxdy + CE ) (AxA); 
I C(AI 
s 
‘Qo(lN(O, 4(s + &)I I 61’3)d.s + C(E + dd’3) 
0 
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s t IC 1 A (ad’3s-d’Z)ds + C(E + Sd’“) 0 
Together with (2.3) this gives the result. q 
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove L2 convergence first. Again set 6 = z?/(~+ ‘) and choose 
E small so that 3s’ 5 6 5 t. Using (1.3) we have 
E”(E2-dJS: n AjlY(_J 
= E’-~ 
s 
PXt-"(X,(B(x, E)) > 0)dx 
A 
2 co is PJx,y)dX,_,(y)dx - CJAIEP+~)‘~I~~(~/~~)X~-~(~) A 
- C(AI&d-26-dX:_J(l) 
2 c,E”(X,(A)(F*-,) - c62’3(xt-s(l) + XL(l)). 
Combining this with Lemma 3 we have for small E 
E’W 2-d(S; n Al - c,E”(X,(A)(~F,_,))~) 
I C62’3 + C62’3E’“((Xt-~(1) + (X,_,(l))‘)E”(X,(A)IP-_,)) 
I CJ2J3. W-V 
Also using (2.6) 
E”((X,(A) - E”(XA41~td2) 
= E”(-WW,(4)21~t-,) - WGG(41~t-,))2) 
= 2E” &-,(%4)(y)dXt-&4ds 
> 
5 2m(l)& (2.9) 
Eqs. (2.8), (2.9) together give the convergence in L2. Applying Bore1 Cantelli we obtain 
almost sure convergence along the subsequence E, = n- 16(d+ l). For v I E, since 
s: G s:, 
r/-d/S: n Al I &2-d/S: l-7 A((&/V)2_d 
and since (E, + 1 /e,J2 -d + 1 we may interpolate to obtain almost sure convergence. 0 
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3. Hitting probabilities 
In this section we prove the error bounds for the asymptotics of charging small 
balls. The asymptotics are obtained by using the Laplace functional for super 
Brownian motion. For nonnegative u. E C,( Rd), the space of continuous functions 
vanishing at infinity, and for all m E MF we have 
E”‘(exp( - X,(uo))) = exp( - ldf, n)mW) 
where u(t, x) is the unique bounded solution of the equation 
i 
&u = (1/2)(Au - u’) in (0, co ) x Rd, 
u(t, x) continuous in [0, co) x Rd, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
u(0, x) = uo(x). 
The methods in (Dawson et al., 1989) use information about the asymptotic 
behavior of u(t,x), the solution to (3.2). In Lemma 5 we prove error bounds for these 
asymptotics. In Proposition 6 we apply these using the method from Dawson et al. 
(1989) used to obtain the error bound in (1.1). First we collect some elementary 
properties of Eqs. (3.2). We write Ilfii,, llf[ll for the L”, L’ norms of a measurable 
function f: Rd + R. 
Lemma 4. Suppose u. EC~([W~) is nonnegative and let u(t,x) be the unique bounded 
solution to (3.2). 
(a) 0 5 u(t,x) 5 P,u,(x), 
03 II uk.) II I 5 lluo It 1, u(t, 4 5 II uo llcm uk.4 c W)-d’2 II uo II 1, 
(4 IIW,9lI, 2 Cll~ol103~-1'2 + C/luoII:~“2. 
If we suppose in addition that u. is integrable and has bounded jirst partials then for 
d 2 3 there exists a constant C = C(u,,d) such that 
(d) )Vu(t,x)) I C(l A t-(‘+d)‘z). 
Proof. The positivity of the solution and the representation 
’ u&x) = P,uo(x) - (l/2) 
s 
P,_Su”(s,.)(x)ds (3.3) 
0 
are well known (see Iscoe (1986)). Part (a) follows immediately from this representa- 
tion. Part (b) follows from the same estimates for P,uo(x). Passing a derivative under 
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the integral signs in (3.3) is justified to obtain 
I&,Gx)I 5 l~X,P&I(X)l + (l/2) I Jx,~t-s(x - y)u2(w)ldyds 
5 11~0 Ilm I&& - y)ldy s 
+ Ws;pql ll~2(~~~)llm j:, jl&ipt-,(x - y)ldyds. (3.4) 
From part (b) we have SUP,,~~,~, I(u’(s;)I(~ I lluo 112. Using the bound 
l&,~~(z)l I (2~t)-d’2(lzllt)exp( - lz12/2t) 
< Ctf” +d”2exp( - (z(‘/3t) 
now gives part (c). 
(3.5) 
For f: Rd + R with bounded first partials we have 
l&iptf(~)l = Ipt(&if)b)l i II &&. (3.6) 
For f: iRd --) R integrable we have using (3.5) 
l&;Ptf(x)l I CIIfIIlt-(‘+d)~2. (3.7) 
Assume now, in addition, that u. is integrable and has bounded first partials. Using 
(3.6) we have l&,Pt~~W 5 lPxLu~ IL and we may improve the bound in (3.4) to 
laXiu(t,X)I < C(uo)(l + t1’2). (3.8) 
This proves part (d) when t I 1. Suppose t > 1. Differentiating the representation (3.3) 
and using (3.6), (3.7) we have 
s 
t/2 
l&iu(W 5 l&,P,~o(~)l + (l/2) la,,P,-.u*(s,.)(x)lds 
0 
+ (l/2) s ’ IPt-S(J,~u"(s,.))(x)lds r/2 
s t/2 _< Ct-“+d”2 + (l/2) (t - s)- (1+d)‘2 ~~~~(s;)/~~ds o 
+ (l/2) s ’ llJx~~2(~,A,ds r/2 
f/2 
IIu(s;)/ll(l A s-d’2)ds 
0 
s 
f 
+c s-d/2 (I dxi u(s;) II,ds. 
W 
(3.9) 
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Substituting the bound in (3.8) into (3.9) gives the bound lax,u(t,x)j < C(uO, d). Using 
this bound in (3.9) gives ja_u(t,x)j 5 C(u,,d)t - 1 (d’2) Repeating this procedure leads . 
to the required bound. 0 
Lemma 5. Suppose uO satisjies 0 I uO(x) 5 C exp( - 1xj2/4) and has bounded and 
continuous first partials. Let u(t, x) be the solution of (3.2) and dejinefor E ~(0, 1) 
U&(&X) = &-dU(t&-*,X&-l). 
Then for d 2 3 there exists a constant C = C(u,,d) such that for t 2 2~~ 
(uC(t,x) - cop,(x)l I CEt~1’210g(t/&2)p,+3EZ(X)(1 + JxJt-l’2) 
where 
p,(x) = (2~ct)-~‘* exp( - jxj2/2t), 
co = gm(yboWy> 
g,(y) = E,(ev( - (l/2) I ’ u(s, 4WN 0 
and ((B,),,(P,),) is a d-dimensional Brownian motion. 
Proof. We apply the Feynman-Kac representation (see Karatzas and Shreve (1988) 
p. 268). 
’ 46 4 = E,(uo(4)exp( - (l/2) s u(t - s, WW), 0 
u&(t,x) = EdE~~-,(u,(R,,-.)exp( - (I/2)~~m*u(W2 - s.&)ds)) 
s s te-2 =F: -d Uo(Y)P,,- 4x&- ’ ,y)E,,- I(exp( - UP) u(te - 2 - s, B,)W)dy 0 
where (&: s 6 [0, tee2]) is a Brownian bridge with B. = XE-~, BfE-2 = y under P,,-I. 
We use the representation 
((&-2-,: s E[0,tF-2]),PxE-l) =D((& + SE2t-‘(XEc’ - I$-2): s E[O,t&-q),ly 
to obtain 
uEk 4 = UO(Y)P& &y)E, s 
s fE-2 X u(s,& + SE?-‘(xc-’ - Bta-z))ds 1) d y. 0 (3.10) 
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We note that here one can justify dominated convergence to show 
u’(t, x) + Ax) jUO(y)E,(exp[ - (1!2)JI u(s,&)ds)) = c&x). 
To obtain an error bound we estimate using Lemma 4(d). We suppose t 2 2~~. 
Is 
f&-2 
u(s,B, + x2t-‘(xE-’ - &I)) - u(s,B,)ds 
0 
t&-2 
I se2t-‘lx&-’ - &-21 IIVu(s,.)lImds 
0 
s t&C* -g c,t-“‘*‘Ixt-“‘2’ - &t-1/2&*( (SA s -Cd- 1)/z)& 0 
I C&t- “‘2’10g(t/&2)1Xt-1’2 - &t-1’2B,,-zl 
Using this in Eq. (3.10), 
I s 
U&(x, t) - uo(y)p,(x, EY)g,,-2(Y)dy 
< C&t - II2 log(t/&2) - 
s 
uo(y)p,(x,&y)E,(Ixt-“* - Et-1’2BfE-ZI)dy 
_< CEt- “‘log(t/E2) 
I 
u,(y)p,(x,&y)(l + t-“‘lx - &yl)dy 
< CEt- “* log(t/e2) 
s 
exp( - Jy/2/4)(2nt)-d’2 
x exp( - Ix - &y12/2t)(l + t-“‘lx - &y()dy 
= C&t- “210g(t/s2)(6~)-d’2pt+2,+) 
s 
(1 + ~~~)p~~2,~~+~~2~(z,xt~‘~/(t + 2E2))dz
< CEt- “210g(t/E2)&+2E~(X)(~ + lxlt-“2). (3.11) 
Using the mean value theorem we have for t 2 2~~ 
iPt(X) - PdX - EY)I <Pr(x)il - exP((2EX.Y - E21Y1")/2t)l 
5 P,(X)((2E1X\lY1+ &21Y12)/2t)exP((2E1xIlYl -&*lYl')/2t)VO) 
rp,(x)((2E(X(lYl+ E21Y12)/2t)exP(3E2(X(2/2t(t+ 3&*)) 
x~~P(IYI~/~) 
2 CP,+~&W~IXIIYI + &21y12)/2t)exp(ly12/6). 
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So, noting that Igt(z)l I 1, we have for t 2. 2~’ 
I %+3&x) 
s 
((2~1x11~1 + e21y12)/2t)exp( - ly12/Wy 
5 C&t-1'2pt+3&)(1 + Ixlt-1’2). 
Finally 
(3.12) 
s uob)bte-4y) - smsb4d.v 
5 UP) II uo II 1 s II uo IL A (II uo II I (2Wd’2)ds f&-2 
I C(t/&y -Cd12). (3.13) 
This last estimate also shows that co > 0. Collecting the terms in (3.1 l)-(3.13) gives the 
result. 0 
We note that in the statements of Lemma 5 and Proposition 6 the term log(t/E2) 
may be dropped in dimension d > 3. 
Proposition 6. There exists a constant C = C(d) so that for d 2 3, m E MF, x E Rd, 
E E[O,l], t 2 3&’ 
where co is the constant given in Lemma 5 and 
le,(z)l 5 Cet-“210g(t/E2)(1 + Iz(t-‘i2)exp(&21z12/t2), 
Proof. In (Dawson et al., 1989, Theorem 3.1) we have, 
P”(X,(B(x,&)) > 0) = 1 - exp - 
( s 
&-2uco(E-2t,E-1(y - x))m(dy) 
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where u, (t, x) = lime,, ue(t, x) and udt, xl solves 
dtue = (1/2)(Au, - u;) 
%(O,.) = d$(.) 
with 4 EC([W~), +(.) E [0, 11, {x: 4(x) > Oj = {x: 1x1 < 1). 
Set w&(&x) = ~-~u,(l + E-‘~,E-~x). For t 2 E’ we have 
wE(t - E*, y - x)m(dy) . (3.14) 
It is shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2 by Dawson et al. (1989) that um(t, x) solves (3.2) 
for t > 0 and satisfies the bounds 0 I u,(1/2,x) I CpI(x) and 0 I u,(l,x) I Cp2(x). 
Since w’(O,x) = u,(l,x), using Lemma 4 we see that w’(O,x) has bounded first 
partials. Applying Lemma 5 we have for t 2 3~~ 
IwV - &2,x) - wL84X)I 
< C&@ - &2)-“210g((t - &z)/&2)pl+2,z(x)(1 + (x((t - &2)-1’2) - 
< CEt-1’210g(t/&‘)~t(x)(1 + Ix(t-1’2)exp(&2[x(2/t2). - 
From the mean value theorem we obtain for t 2 3~~ 
(3.15) 
IP,(X) - P*-&)I 5 E2 sup l4P&)l 
ss[r-&2,t] 
I C&“p*(X)(JXlt-2 + t-l) 
5 C&t - li2 p,(x)(l + (~(t-“~)exp(~~Jx)~/t~). (3.16) 
Combining (3.14)-(3.16) gives the result. q 
We now deduce Eqs. (1.2), (1.3). The following bound is elementary. 
pt(x)le,(xI 5 C&t- (1 +~“~log(t/&~) I ctcdi2 for t 2 3E2. 
Combining this with the bound x - (x2/2) I 1 - exp( - x) I x for x 2 0 and Pro- 
position 6 gives Eqs. (1.2), (1.3). 
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